The Gaylord Texan is situated on 125 acres at the southern tip of Lake Grapevine, just six minutes from DFW International Airport. As a resort hotel and convention center, it can accommodate all aspects of our conference and expo, from meeting rooms to guest rooms to exhibit space. World Workplace will be self-contained in one facility, with no overlap from other conferences.

As a Marriott International property, the Gaylord Texan has 200+ cleaning protocols throughout every physical space in the hotel as part of Marriott’s Commitment to Clean. To ensure the safety of our attendees and staff, IFMA will also enforce a list of health and safety protocols on site, including:

- **Mandatory temperature scans**
- **Mandatory Masks**
  - Disposable masks will be provided
- **Physical distancing**
- **Available On-site Medical Assistance**
- **Modified food and beverage functions**
  - No buffets
  - Individually packaged meals

**Health & Safety Precautions**

- **Modified Registration Process**
  - Attendees requested to register online
  - Registration will be spread out over a much larger footprint
  - Stations will be cleaned hourly
  - Sanitation wipes will be available for self-use
  - Hand sanitizing stations will be available
  - Shield guards will be at every point of sale area
  - Touchless scanning for event tickets will be utilized

**IFMA’s Health and Safety Protocol Task Force** has been working to ensure that World Workplace is a model of excellence in providing a safe environment for all attendees.

By implementing the latest, most highly recommended safety measures, IFMA will lead the way in demonstrating what re-opening a facility for group gatherings looks like.
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